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There are no hard and fast rules about fabric amounts for these projects. If you are
making the table runner, you may need more fabric than the two other projects, including
backing fabric. Use your judgment and be willing to do more piecing or interject another
fabric here and there. I suggest the following:

FABRIC SELECTION: Choose two printed fabrics that will create a color scheme and
provide some texture for your piece. One should be a medium to large size print and the
other should have some texture, but not compete with the other print. The remaining
fabrics should be solids, hand dyes, grunge, or other types of simple background type
fabrics in assorted colors. Try to stretch yourself into using more than a monochromatic
color scheme. Aim for at least three different colors and make sure you have lights,
mediums and darks. Choose 10 – 12 fabrics total. If you are unsure about your selection,
bring more and I will help you choose. You will likely need about 1/2 yard of each of
your main (printed) fabrics and fat quarters of the others. If you want your main print to
be a backing, get additional for your project. Press fabrics before class and be ready to
cut.

SUPPLIES:
Rotary cutting supplies: 24” ruler, square ruler (9” – 16”), shorter straight ruler, rotary
cutter, mat (everyone needs their own cutting mat)
Piece of flannel or fleece to assemble your piece on (sized according to project), Pins
Neutral thread to match fabrics
Sewing machine and accessories
1/4” foot AND curved piecing foot if you own one (optional)
Small scissors or thread snips
Seam ripper
Pen and paper for notes
OPEN MIND AND LICENSE TO HAVE FUN!!


